
Lesson 2: MatterLesson 2: Matter

Classification of MatterClassification of Matter

and Physical Change and Physical Change vsvs..

Chemical ReactionChemical Reaction





Pure SubstancesPure Substances

 every sample hasevery sample has
same:same:
 characteristiccharacteristic

propertiesproperties
 compositioncomposition

 are made of:are made of:
 one type of atom:one type of atom:

elementelement
•• Ex: iron, gold, oxygenEx: iron, gold, oxygen

 2 or more types of2 or more types of
atoms: atoms: compoundcompound
•• Ex: salt, sugar, waterEx: salt, sugar, water



Chemical PurityChemical Purity

 chemicals in lab are treated as purechemicals in lab are treated as pure

 all chemicals have some level ofall chemicals have some level of
impurityimpurity

 different grades of chemical are useddifferent grades of chemical are used
for different purposesfor different purposes



Which are pure substances?Which are pure substances?

2 different2 different
moleculesmolecules

1 type of1 type of
moleculemolecule
with samewith same
atomsatoms

1 type of1 type of
moleculemolecule
with differentwith different
atomsatoms



MixturesMixtures
 blend of 2 or more types of matterblend of 2 or more types of matter

 each component keeps its owneach component keeps its own
identity and propertiesidentity and properties

 the components are only physicallythe components are only physically
mixedmixed

 can be separated using physical meanscan be separated using physical means

 properties of the mixture are aproperties of the mixture are a
combination of the properties of thecombination of the properties of the
componenentcomponenent’’s propertiess properties



Homogeneous MixturesHomogeneous Mixtures

 also calledalso called
solutionsolution

 uniform inuniform in
compositioncomposition

 no visible partsno visible parts

Ex:Ex:

 vinegarvinegar

 clear airclear air

 salt watersalt water

 brassbrass



Heterogeneous MixturesHeterogeneous Mixtures

 not uniform innot uniform in
compositioncomposition

 visible partsvisible parts

Ex:Ex:

 soilsoil

 concreteconcrete

 bloodblood

 chocolate chipchocolate chip
cookiescookies

 sand in watersand in water

 iced tea with iceiced tea with ice



MixturesMixtures



Play Mr. Cat Movie



Physical Separation TechniquesPhysical Separation Techniques

 FiltrationFiltration- solid part is- solid part is
trapped by filter papertrapped by filter paper
and the liquid partand the liquid part
runs through theruns through the
paperpaper

 VaporizationVaporization- where- where
the liquid portion isthe liquid portion is
evaporated off toevaporated off to
leave solidleave solid



Physical Separation TechniquesPhysical Separation Techniques

 DecantingDecanting- when- when
liquid is poured offliquid is poured off
after solid has settledafter solid has settled
to bottomto bottom

 CentrifugeCentrifuge- machine- machine
that spins a samplethat spins a sample
very quickly so thatvery quickly so that
components withcomponents with
different densitiesdifferent densities
will separatewill separate



Physical Separation TechniquesPhysical Separation Techniques

 Paper Chromatography-Paper Chromatography- used to separate used to separate
mixtures because different parts movemixtures because different parts move
quicker on paper than otherquicker on paper than other





PracticePractice
Determine whether each of the following is element, compound,Determine whether each of the following is element, compound,

homogeneous mixture or heterogeneous mixture.homogeneous mixture or heterogeneous mixture.

 airair

 woodwood

 chlorinechlorine

 granitegranite

 aluminumaluminum

 sugar in watersugar in water

 bloodblood

 sucrosesucrose

 stainless steelstainless steel

 sodium chloridesodium chloride

 brassbrass

 whole milkwhole milk

 appleapple

 table salttable salt

 soft drinkssoft drinks

 vinegarvinegar

 concreteconcrete

 sodiumsodium

 baking soda (NaHCObaking soda (NaHCO33))

 gravelgravel



Chemical ReactionsChemical Reactions

A A Chemical reactionChemical reaction is is
a process that occursa process that occurs
when awhen a  substance orsubstance or
substances react tosubstances react to
create a differentcreate a different
substance orsubstance or
substances. The newsubstances. The new
substance substance may havemay have
differentdifferent  properties.properties.

A A Physical changePhysical change is a is a
process where aprocess where a
substance is changedsubstance is changed
but that it retains itsbut that it retains its
properties.properties.



Recognizing ChemicalRecognizing Chemical
ReactionsReactions

Evidence ofEvidence of  chemicalchemical  reactions are:reactions are:

1.1. formation of a new substance with its ownformation of a new substance with its own
properties, state, melting point, properties, state, melting point, colour colour oror
densitydensity

2.2. phase change to gas, liquid or a solidphase change to gas, liquid or a solid

3.3. creation of heat or absorption of heatcreation of heat or absorption of heat



Identify if theIdentify if the
following is afollowing is a
Chemical Reaction orChemical Reaction or
PhysicalPhysical  Change.Change.
ExplainExplain  Why?Why?

Melting IceMelting Ice

Metal RustingMetal Rusting

Frying an EggFrying an Egg



Assignment:Assignment:
Read pgs 12 - 17Read pgs 12 - 17
Questions 1 to 9  pg 17.Questions 1 to 9  pg 17.

Review physical andReview physical and
chemical properties on pagechemical properties on page
13.13.


